
“Learning is Personal” vision is based on the following beliefs or premises: 

(1) School builds a culture of community among students and adults. 
(2) Students want to learn. Students prefer challenging work. 

(3) Students have choice and (planned) control in the content, demonstration of 
learning, pacing, and rigor. [In the current educational system, the content, demonstration 
of learning, pacing, and rigor are controlled by the teacher.] 

(4)  Students learn at different rates. Learning time for each student is variable. 
[Learning time is fixed in the current educational system.] 

(5) Measurement & communication of learning is useful, timely, and actionable so that 
the student is an active participant in the learning process. 

(6) Measurement & communication of learning is focused on progress and growth. 
[The current system of grades favors compliance, quick learning, and institutional 
requirements.] 

(7) The primary roles of a teacher are designing meaningful, relevant instructional tasks 
and learning experiences strategically placed within a learning unit, coaching and 
feedback specific to student’s individual needs, and use of standards-based data to 
group students and provide targeted, small-group interventions that fill learning gaps.  

 

How will Atascocita Middle School achieve its vision “Learning is Personal”? 

(1)       Measuring & Communicating Learning by Standards through a Heat Map 
a. Interim grades are reported with 

colors only (levels of proficiency) – less 
“grade chasing” by students 

b. Number grades reported for institutional 
reasons only (Report cards, UIL, PEIMS) 

c. Heat Map is linked, by standard, to the 
fully-online curriculum; 24/7 access by 
students & parents to make progress 

d. Promotes Growth Mindset 
e. Institutional & gov’t changes needed 

Figure 1. Traditional Learning 

Figure 2. Contemporary Learning 

Atascocita Middle School aims to take the best of what public school has to offer (social 
component, electives, labs, Socratic seminars, debates, etc.) and the best of what home-
schooling has to offer (personalization, meet individual needs, creativity, learning experiences) 
and combine into a system that can be replicated by other public schools. 



(2) Partnering Traditional Instruction with a Fully-Online Curriculum 
a. Connects learner management system (LMS), gradebook, and assessment (data) “warehouse”; current gradebook 

data and data in systems such as Eduphoria (data “warehouse”) & local district assessments are disconnected 

b. Provides flexibility in instruction, grouping, and intervention (acts as a 2nd teacher in the classroom); teacher provides 
instruction in small-groups while students work on their individual gaps separately 

c. Supports students with absences due to extra-curricular activities or health-related issues 

d. As students demonstrate additional learning, the heat map adjusts real-time; students & parents now have an 
actionable role in learning  

 

(3)       Instructional Model that Supports Personalization/Individualization 
a. Traditional instructional model is “I do”, “we do”, “you do” OR deliver instruction, guided practice, individual practice, 

and assessment. 
b. A different system of measuring & communicating learning, PLUS a fully-online curriculum (acting as a second teacher) 

requires a new instructional model that supports meeting the individual needs of students. 
c. Must contain elements of small-group instruction for teachers to provide targeted and specific coaching & feedback, 

plus contains clear delineation of shared experiences among students (purposeful, planned social learning). 
d. To be determined by a team of parents and AMS staff in the Spring/Summer of 2019 
e. School schedule could adjust so that students can still attend electives, but are teamed so that students have flexibility 

during the school day for additional time & intervention 
 

(4) Professional Development that is Personalized to Teachers & Staff Needs 
 

(5) Implementation of a Modern Curriculum 
a. Instruction that is focuses on problem-solving 

b. Community-based: seeks to identify causes and propose solutions to 
local, state, national, and global issues (economic, political, social, etc.) 

c. Focuses on the mental health (happiness) of students 
d. Project-Based Learning (PBL): students engage in at least one PBL Gold 

Standard project per semester per year 

 
If you believe in this vision, I need: 

(1) Connections to like-minded people in government, TEA, & districts 

(2) Changes in regulations & rules 

(3) Financial capital to “go to scale” and lower the per pupil cost with the fully-online curriculum 


